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ABSTRACT 

The orientat ion dependence of character ist ic x-ray emissions have been used 

to determine specif ic site occupations of Rare Earth additions in epitaxial ly grown 

f i lms of Y . 7 S m n fiLu„ - F e c O , , - A theoret ical formulat ion based on the 

assumption of highly localized inner shell excitat ions was used not only to predict 

specif ic site sensitive orientat ions, but also to ref ine experimentally observed 

data employing a constrained least squares analysis to give probabil it ies for the 

occupation of the RE additions in the d i f ferent crystallographic sites. Thus, it has 

been shown that in this compound the preference for the RE additions is a 

predominantly octahedral occupation wi th a probabil i ty _> 95%. Some of the 

assumptions and l imi tat ions of the technique have also been discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The uniaxial magnetic anisotropy in epitaxial ly grown garnet f i lms consists 

of a growth-induced component and a stress-induced component. The lat ter 

component arises due to magneto-elastic interactions [ 1 ] . The former 

component, as the name implies, originates from the growth process and is 

explained in terms of the presently accepted "site preference" model [ 2 , 3 , 4 ] . 

According to this model the uniaxial anisotropy is at tr ibuted to the preferent ia l 

occupation of tlvs Rare Earth (RE) elements in the di f ferent crystallographic sites 

of the garnet la t t i ce . But the results obtained by di f ferent investigators [ 5 , 6 ] 

using this model for the RE occupations are controversial , i f not contradictory. 

However, i t has been observed that there is an order of magnitude reduction and 

subsequently, u l t imate loss of the value of the anisotropy constant (Ku) on 

annealing [ 7 ] , This observation is an indirect proof for the site preference model 

of anisotropy, but specif ically which sites are involved is unclear [ 8 ] . 

Tradit ional ly, this cation distr ibut ion problem has been experimentally inves

t igated by one of the fol lowing methods: (1) Magnetizat ion: (2) Magnetic Aniso-
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t ropy; (3) Opt ical Spectroscopy; (4) MSssbauer Spectroscopy and (5) Spin Echo (see 

Ref. [ 9 ] for a detailed review). These techniques are l imi ted in their application 

to bulk samples and hence can resolve average distr ibut ion only. Here we present 

an al ternat ive technique for the evaluation of specific site occupancies of RE 

substitutions in Y- jFecO. , (YIG) based on the orientat ion dependence of e lectron-

induced character ist ic x-ray emissions. The advantage of this technique over the 

ones mentioned earl ier is that a converged electron probe is used and hence local 

areas of the sample can be studied. Ideally, this should allow us to determine RE 

distributions as a function of the non-equil ibrium growth process, by studying 

sequential slices of thin f i lms. 

THE TECHNIQUE: PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

As a result of the dynamical scattering of an incident plane wave of high 

energy electrons, a standing wave pattern is set up within the crystal unit cel l 

[ 1 0 ] . This intensity modulation within the crystal is dependent on the incident 

beam orientat ion and under favorable conditions wi l l be a maximum on certain 

crystallographic sites. Hence, highly localized scattering events, l ike inner shell 

exci tat ions, show a strong orientat ion dependence [ 11,12 ] . Further, it has been 

shown that for certain systematic or "planar channell ing" conditions, the charac

ter ist ic x-ray emissions induced by the channelling or blocking of the incident 

electrons, can provide informat ion on trie occupancy of specific crystallographic 

sites by d i f ferent elements, provided that an a pr ior i knowledge of the distr ibut ion 

of some reference elements is available [13 ,14 ,15 ] . This is part icular ly applicable 

for crystals wi th a layered structure (i.e. crystals that in some crystal lographic 

projection can be resolved into al ternat ing layers of parallel non-identical planes 

[A ,B . A,B,. . . ] , where the appropriate systematic orientat ion can be determined by 

mere inspection. For example, the spinel structure compounds can be resolved in 
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the [ 0 0 1 ] projection into alternating planes of tetrahedral and octahedral sites and 

hence a g = 400 systematic or ientat ion can be easily seen to be appropriate for this 

kind of experiment. The garnet structure on the other hand, is more complicated 

and a number of crystallographic projections calculated using the ORTEP [ 1 6 ] 

program fai led to indicate a systematic or ientat ion that could be specific site 

sensitive. As a result , the electron induced character ist ic x-ray intensities for 

d i f ferent orientations and di f ferent site occupations have t j be calculated in order 

to determine the appropriate systematic or "planar channell ing" condition suitable 

to study site occupations for this part icular crystal st ructure. 

THEORETICAL FORMULATION 

Assume that the electron-induced character ist ic x-ray emission of an element 

'q ' at the coordinate ~p in the unit cel l is proportional to the intensity of the elec

tron standing wave at ~p and the probabil i ty of the local izat ion of the standing wave 

at "p, PCp). I t is reasonable [ 1 7 ] to assume that P($) is highly local ized, i.e. a delta 

funct ion at the mean atomic positions. Hence, for a crystal of thickness ' t ' 

N = I f * *dz 
q RSI ° 

where N is the intensity of the characterist ic x-ray emission of element q and the 

summation is over the appropriate crystallographic sites of interes*. in the unit ce l l . 

* is the amplitude of the scattered wave at any depth z expressed as a linear 

combination of Bloch waves (for an incident plane wave) in the conventional 

dynamical theory formulat ion [ 10 ] . 

On carrying out the integration and rearranging the d i f ferent terms, the 

character ist ic x-ray intensity per unit thickness can be expressed as 
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N = I 
q RSI 

[^^-^c/c/c.V 
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where C " are Bloch wave coeff ic ients and k ' are components of the wave 

vector for the electrons in the crystal. 

CALCULATIONS 

The electron induced character ist ic x-ray emission intensities were computed 

using the above expression for M g A U O . , a compound wi th the spinel structure. A 

15-beam, g = 400 systematic exci tat ion condit ion was chosen and the calculated 

intensities at an acceleration voltage of lOOkV were found to be in agreement w i th 

experimental results [ 1 8 ] . This served as a ver i f icat ion for the val idi ty of the 

theoret ical formulat ion. 

X-ray emission intensities were then calculated for complete RE occupation 

in any one of the three crystal lographic sites of the prototype compound YIG for 

d i f ferent systematic exci tat ion conditions (i.e. g = 002; g = 220; g = 121, etc.) to 

determine an or ientat ion wi th specif ic site sensitive characterist ic x-ray emission. 

These 11-beam calculations were performed for a range of crystal thicknesses 
o o 

(250A - 2000A) and for a range of specimen t i l t s (0 < k /g < 2). The x-ray production 

was found to be insensitive to crystal lographic or ientat ion for exci tat ion of the (g = 

002) and (g = 220) systematic conditions. On the other hand strong or ientat ion 

dependence for the (g = 121) systematic exci tat ion were observed at the f i rs t order 

Bragg d i f f ract ion condition (k / g = 0.5) and for negative and posit ive exci tat ion 

errors (Fig. 1), i.e. channeling for dodecahedral site substitut ion of RE additions; 

blocking for tetrahedral site substitutions and an intensi t iv i ty to or ientat ion for 

octahedral site substitutions. 
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EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS 

Samples of nominal melt composition Y- 7 S m Q 6 C u n - F e , - 0 1 7 , 0.94um thick, 

prepared by l iquid phase epitaxy on GGG substrates at a growth temperature of 

969°C and a growth rate of 1.76um/min were studied. Details of the preparation of 

these samples are given elsewhere [ 1 9 ] . Thin foi ls of these samples for TEM 

studies were prepared by the ion-mil l ing technique. 

Experiments were performed on a Philips 400 ST analyt ical TEM f i t t ed wi th a 

L a B , f i lament and an energy dispersive x-ray analyzer. A low background double 

t i l t holder to reduce x-ray background intensities was used in al l experiments. 

Stray x-ray generation was fur ther minimized by using gridless self-supporting 
a 

specimens. The specimen thickness was estimated to be approximately 500A. The 

incident beam divergence was a few mil l i radians and the probe diameter was 500-
o 

1000A. The la t te r is determined by the level of contamination and the actual 

counting t ime. The character ist ic x-ray emissions were col lected at d i f ferent 

orientations of the col l imated electron beam based on the calculations described 

earl ier. A strong [ 1 2 1 ] systematic row was excited and spectra acquired at six 

d i f ferent values of the specimen t i l t described by the parameter: k /g = 0, 0.375, 

0.5, 0.875, 1.00 and 1.125 where k /g is defined such that k /g = 0.5 for the f i r s t 

order Bragg d i f f ract ion condit ion. The specimens were oriented using convergent 

beam electron d i f f ract ion patterns. 

In order to ensure proper stat ist ics, spectra were col lected (at the appro

pr iate orientations) for a to ta l counting t ime of 600 seconds and a counting rate of 

-3000 counts/sec. A hole count was taken at periodic intervals and subtracted 

along wi th the continuous background f rom the spectra. Because of the large 

counting t ime (600 sees) and the susceptibi l i ty of the specimen to damage and 

contaminat ion, the spectra was col lected at a d i f ferent specimen sampling area at 

each specimen t i l t . Care was taken to ensure that the specimen thickness was not 
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signif icantly d i f ferent for d i f ferent acquisitions. However, small differences in 

counting rates or changes due to the small displacement of the probe have to be 

incorporated in the analysis. This was done by scaling the integrated elemental 

intensities using normalized values of the to ta l integrated intensities of the whole 

spectra. 

The scaled integrated intensity for the two RE additions are shown in Table 1 . 

The standard deviations of the observations are approximately 0.5% and 0.65% for 

Lu(L ) and Sm(L ) respectively. 

TABLE 1. Character ist ic x-ray intensities (normalized) 

K /g 0 0.375 0.5 0.875 1.0 1.125 
x 3 

Lu(L ) 50807 49747 49130 50142 48985 50437 a 

Sm(L ) 31911 31754 31808 32073 31218 31805 a 

ANALYSIS 

The results (Table 1) are stat ist ical ly signif icant, but a clear agreement wi th 

the theoret ical predictions is not obviously evident. This is interpreted as being 

due to a mixed distr ibut ion of the RE elements in al l three possible crystallographic 

sites. The probabil i t ies of the distributions can then be determined by a least 

squares analysis, based on the algori thm of constrained least squares by Lawson and 

Hanson [ 2 0 ] . 

An error term is defined here as the difference between the experimentally 

observed intensity and an intensity calculated as a summation over al l sites of the 

product of the theoret ical value for complete occupation of each site (calculated 

earl ier) and a weight factor representing the probabi l i ty of occupation of that 

specif ic s i te. For each element of interest, i.e. Sm and Lu , a summation over al l 

or ientat ion of the square of this error te rm is minimized, subject to the constraint 
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that a l l the weights are posit ive [ 2 1 ] . The results of the least squares ref inement 

for the weights of the occupation for each element in a part icular site is shown in 

Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Relat ive weights for the site occupancy of Rare Earth additions 

Octahedral Tetrahedral Dodecahedral 

Lu 0.2141+0.02 0.0049+0.0005 * * 

Sm 0.1679+0.0164 * * 0.0095+0.0007 

DISCUSSION 

A signi f icant though reasonable assumption in this experimental technique is 

that the x-ray emission process is highly local ized, i.e. i t can be approximated by a 

delta funct ion at the mean atomic positions. Based on band structure calculations, 
0 

the inner shell radi i have been estimated [ 2 2 ] to be of the order of 0.02A. 

Further, Bourdil lon et a l . [ 1 6 ] have shown complete localizations for al l exci tat ion 

energies wi th in the detectabi l i ty l imi ts of conventional energy dispersive x-ray 

detectors. Further, reductions in the orientation-dependent x-ray emission 

intensities for temperature rises up to 200°C has been shown [ 1 1 ] to be insigni

f icant when compared wi th reductions due to angular spread, based on computa

tions for a range of Debye-Waller factors. These arguments bear out the 

assumption. 

It is acknowledged that the present approach neglects absorption effects in 

the crystal and the fac t that a convergent probe as opposed to parallel i l lumination 

was used in the experiment. A more rigorous formulat ion would have to include 

these in the analysis. However, the la t ter could easily be accommodated by re

doing the calculations for a whole range of incident orientations and incorporating 

these values in the least squares ref inement. 
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Within the l imi tat ions of the assumptions of the technique, i t can be inferred 

that the RE substitution in the octahedral sites for this compound are highly proba

ble (-95%). These results are in good agreement wi th earl ier studies [23 ,24 ] 

part icular ly for the distr ibution of the small rare-earth ion Lu which can be 

easily accommodated in the smaller octahedral sites. A determination of the 

contr ibut ion of these ions to the magnetic anisotropy demands the exact knowledge 

of the valence state of the cation in addition to the site occupancy and is beyond 

the scope of this work. 
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FIG. 1. Variation of electron-induced characteristic x-ray emission with orien

tation for a garnet structure. These calculations were carried out for an 11-

beam, g = 121 systematic row and for a range of incident beam orientations 

(0<k x /g< l .D) . 
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